KXM Amps were built for the outdoors. Power, speaker and input connections are
gasket-sealed, as is the control cover hiding the settings, creating a water-resistant
barrier to key components

KXM400.2 Amplifier

KXM Amplifiers
Kicker Takes proven technologies and advance components to the water KXM series Marine Amplifiers.
Based on the critically acclaimed KX series Amplifier line for cars and trucks, weather resistant KXM Amps utilise
class leading features specific for unbelievable sound in the boating environment and within the most compact
chassis for installing in tight locations.

KXM1200.1 Amplifier

Built for the Outdoors
KXM Amps were built for the outdoors. Power, speaker and input connections are gasket-sealed, as is the control
cover hiding the settings, creating a water-resistant barrier to key components. The internal circuit board is
sprayed with a moisture-deterring conformal coating for water and dirt resistance. The amplifier's power
connections meet marine-industry standards for protection against the elements. Stainless-steel mounting
hardware prevents rust stains on carpeting and gel coat, and the UV-treated chassis finish battles harsh sunlight.

KXM400.4 Amplifier

Smaller Footprint
KXM Amplifiers set the curve for smaller chassis footprints, with the largest model measuring at around 320mm
long. KICKER amps feature an optimised circuit layout for the most efficient use of components, the smallest
footprint and clearest sound quality. All three models use balanced differential inputs, making them compatible
with any factory radio and eliminating unwanted noise so listeners enjoy the cleanest sound possible.

KXM800.5 Amplifier
KM coaxials are designed specifically for boat audio with weather-proof
qualities that meet or exceed industry standards.

KM8” LED Lit Coaxial

Grille Options
These bold stylishly designed coaxials come packaged with easy to match charcoal or white grilles for a
customised look.

KM6.5” LED Lit Coaxial

Multi-Color LEDs
These coaxials will brighten any boating experience with multi-color LED lights that can be changed to fit your
mood or craft.
Twenty color options as well 19 dynamic modes are available when using the optional KMLC remote.

Maintain!
UV treatments on the coaxials’ injection-moulded cones, Santoprene® surrounds, baskets and grilles
help all models maintain in marine environments. These speakers can endure almost any weather conditions with
splash-and-spray-resisting sealed motors, cones and locking terminal covers. Speaker hardware is forged from
rustproof, 316 stainless-steel.

Optional LED Remote
Customise your LED lighting to get the perfect look for your boat. The KMLC remote provides multifunction control of LED lighting by managing 20 different colors and 19 dynamic modes, including adjustable
brightness, fade, speed/strobe and auto save.

Spectacular Highs
Spectacular highs and midrange sounds with the simplest of speaker installations, provide full-range
audio specifically for a marine environment.

